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Introduction

GC/MS library search (Search) provides a ranked list of possible matching compounds (Hit List), 

but the correct hit is not always the top hit due to similar spectra, such as certain isomers, 

measurement variability, and/or interference from background or co-eluting species.  Providing 

additional metrics such as retention index (RI) values and accurate mass formula identification 

(Formula ID) of ions can greatly improve compound ID confidence.  RI is exceptionally powerful 

and complementary but it can be tedious to fully calibrate the GC with a typical n-alkane series on 

a daily basis.

In addition, the burden of evaluating these metrics still falls on the Analyst who must carefully 

review each eluting peak, a tedious and time-consuming process sometimes taking hours or even 

days for each run.  In this paper we will describe a new method for automatically calibrating for RI 

and using it in a combined identification metric with a unique color-coding system of results to 

accelerate the review process.

Conclusion 

The combined metrics of  forward and reverse search, RI, and accurate mass formula ID can 

significantly improve the accuracy and confidence in identifying unknown compounds by 

GC/MS. The additional burden of performing the accurate calibration of the GC to obtain RI data 

can be eliminated in many cases by using compounds in the run that exhibit both highly 

confident search results and are highly correlated with a RI trend line (Auto-RI).

However, there is still a burden on the analyst to review and validate the results.  By using a 

combined weighting metric and color coding the hits, the Analyst can quickly identify which 

compounds need more detailed review.  The review process is further accelerated by 

highlighting the most likely hit in the hit list which oftentimes is not the compound with highest  

library search score.
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Figure 1.  An Auto-RI curve generated from a complex, thermally degraded sample.  

The blue dots represent compounds identified with high confidence using forward and 

reverse search.  The orange dots represent compounds with large standard deviation 

in retention index and are eliminated to attain a more accurate RI calibration.

Table 1.  A list of the top NIST match for each compound in a run.  Note the 

metrics NIST = forward search, RevS = reverse search, SA-M is the spectral 

accuracy for the hit formula, RI = peak RI, RILib is the compound RI and RIFit

is 100 minus the difference.

Figure 2.  Color coded hit list for peak 21 show a bad 1st hit as the RIFit is 

over 35 iu off.  The 2nd hit is reasonable but hits 4-7 are more confident due 

to the excellent RIFit among the group of replica hits.

Methodology
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Providing additional metrics for compound ID can significantly improve the accuracy of 

unknown Identification.  However, the process of confirming the compound ID means digesting 

a lot of data, which can be tedious and time consuming.  To accelerate the process we can 

blend the five metrics (forward search, reverse search, Retention Index and accurate mass 

Formula ID for both molecular and fragment ions) to produce a confidence value for each 

compound on the “Hit” list.  These can be categorized as High, Medium, and Low confidence.  

The peaks identified are then color coded to Blue (High), Yellow (Medium), and Red (Low) 

confidence.  This allows the user to easily visualize the results and focus on compounds that 

need more careful review (Yellow and Red).  Table 1 shows a summary of the best search hits 

for each peak in a run of a plant based meat product.  The user can easily ID results that are 

problematic and click to review the detailed search Hit list. 

Complementary Metrics

GC/MS library search depends on the ability to accurately match the fragment “fingerprint” of “pure” 

EI spectra measured at a given source voltage.  The search algorithms return a ranked Hit List of 

most likely matches which the user must review and evaluate to verify the correct identification.  In 

general, match quality is limited by the purity of the peak and the variability in the IE spectra, due to 

differences in instrumentation and measurement conditions.  

Significant separation in the Hit List values (“breakouts”) between the top match and the other 

matches is one indicator of a correct ID.  However, the spectral “fingerprints” of isomers or similar 

compounds can be very hard to differentiate, making the correct ID somewhat ambiguous.  In some 

cases, knowledge of the sample chemistry can help, but there can still be significant uncertainty.  

To improve library search accuracy, a logical set of complementary and orthogonal measurements 

and advanced processing can be applied as follows:

1. Identify mixture peaks and deconvolve to pure component spectra1

2. Perform a conventional library search (both forward and reverse) to produce a list of compound 

candidates

3. Use retention index (RI) to identify the correct match from the Hit List

4. Further validate each library match using accurate mass/spectral accuracy Formula ID2

Automated Retention Index Calibration

RI is a powerful tool to assist in the unknown identification of organic compounds provided the RI of 

the unknown compound is available.  NIST has updated and maintained a database of measured 

RI values for almost 140,000 compounds.  In addition, NIST has recently developed an artificial 

intelligence (AI) model  which can calculate RI from the chemical structure with high accuracy, 

providing RI values for nearly all of the over 300,000 compounds in the Electron Ionization Mass 

Spectrometry (EI-MS) database. To correctly calculate RI values for unknowns, one must carefully 

build a calibration with known compounds, usually an n-alkane ladder, under conditions identical to 

the sample run. As the RI values will be calculated by interpolation between the RI standards, it is 

optimal to have the standards spaced relatively evenly and close together across the 

chromatographic run.  Internal standards are sometimes used but typically provide limited coverage 

and are prone to interference with more complex samples.

Here we introduce a new method for automatically calibrating RI (Auto-RI). This method uses the 

NIST forward and reverse search plus accurate mass to identify those compounds in the sample 

run with the highest confidence. The library RI for each of these compounds is then used to create 

an RI calibration curve for the run.  Once created, possible miss-identified compounds can be 

discovered by any significant deviation from the RI calibration curve, eliminated, and then a new 

more accurate calibration is calculated (Figure 1).  This method can be very accurate and 

comparable to external calibration methods in most sample runs.  

For example, Peak 21 in Table 1 is marked Red (low confidence).  Clicking on the peak table 

row for Peak 21 brings up the detailed Hit list as shown in Figure 2.  The top hit (sorted by 

forward search) is highlighted “Red”.  Even though the forward search has the highest score, 

the retention index match (RIFit with 100 being a perfect RI match) is poor at 64.9, making the 

hit highly suspect.  The second hit is highlighted “Blue” at RIFit = 82.9, but hits 4-7 (as we are 

including the NIST replica library) not only have excellent forward and reverse search values 

but also an almost perfect RIFit at 99.9.  The analyst can now promote the correct compound 

as the top hit along with any relevant notes.

Note that in this example, all the top hits have the same molecular formula, a common theme in 

natural products, and the spectral accuracy value that confirms the molecular formula does not 

help differentiate the isomers.  In this case only RI matching can help confirm the correct hit.


